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Abstract— New Internet protocols such as ECN, re-ECN and
Conex, provide valuable information to ISPs about the
congestion within a network. Such information could be useful in
allocating network resources more equitably, as well as to employ
new pricing schemes. However, in designing a new protocol one
must take proper account of the incentive issues that thereby
arise for its adoption. In this paper, we consider a duopoly
market consisting of two access ISPs and formulate a
noncooperative game over their choices of pricing strategies
when one of them uses volume-based and the other congestionbased pricing. We prove, under mild conditions, the existence of
a pure strategy Nash equilibrium for the competing providers.
We further examine how the different types of transit charges
affect the pricing strategies of the access ISPs. We find cases
where the volume charging ISP is forced to leave the access
market. We conclude that ISPs have economic incentives to adopt
congestion accountability mechanisms, since they become more
competitive due to the smoother and more predictable traffic
they have to accommodate and to the lower transit charges they
incur.
Keywords—multihoming; competition; pricing; game theory;
accountability; congestion exposure; ECN marks; protocol
adoption.

I.
INTRODUCTION
The success of new web applications, the wide use of
cloud or video-on-demand services, as well as the increasing
number of mobile devices are only some examples revealing
the significant growth of Internet traffic and congestion.
However, the existing pricing policies in the current Internet
do not make end users conscious of the congestion they
impose upon each other when consuming bandwidth during
peak demand periods.
In response, mechanisms for congestion accountability,
such as ECN [1], re-ECN [2] and Conex [3] have been
proposed to provide additional information about the level of
congestion within ISPs’ networks. Such mechanisms intend to
promote cooperative traffic management and allocate
efficiently the network resources, without necessarily
restricting the rate of the sender.
Congestion accountability mechanisms allow new Service
Level Agreements (SLAs) to be introduced. For example,
instead of monitoring the traffic volume sent by an end-user,
ISPs are able to replace volume allowances by congestion
allowances for their customers [4]. Such SLAs are compatible

with the economic principles, as they take into account the
negative network externalities (in terms of congestion) a user
is causing [5]. Additionally, they provide incentives for an end
user to implement a rate adaptation mechanism that regulates
traffic flows (including sending different traffic streams at
differentiated rates if necessary) so that the congestion caused
remains within their allowance.
It is natural to ask the following questions: Do ISPs have
economic incentives to adopt congestion accountability
protocols? Can an ISP benefit from employing congestion
pricing instead of volume charging? What is the impact of
congestion charging in attracting traffic within a competitive
context? How do the different types of transit charges affect
the pricing strategies of access ISPs?
Our paper is motivated by the need to consider the
economic incentives of ISPs to adopt congestion
accountability mechanisms when competing with other ISPs
that use traditional tariffs. We define a model assuming two
access ISPs who compete to attract traffic from multihomed
users1, employing different pricing schemes. The former ISP
uses volume-based tariffs for charging its users, while the
latter ISP has deployed congestion accountability mechanisms
to employ dynamic congestion-based pricing. Based on the
applied charges, multihomed users are able to choose which
access ISP out of the two will serve their traffic. Each access
ISP aims at maximizing his profits by selecting the optimal
price for charging users, while users intend to minimize their
cost by selecting the lowest price for sending traffic.
Assuming that access ISPs forward the received traffic to a
monopolistic higher-Tier transit ISP, we investigate two
scenarios where the transit ISP charges both access ISPs either
based on volume, or based on the 95th percentile rule.
Furthermore, we extend our model by considering more layers
of ISPs charging similarly.
Our key contributions can be summarized as follows:


We define a duopoly market consisting of two access
ISPs pricing according to volume and according to
congestion, and we derive their expected traffic and
profits. To the best of our knowledge, this is a first
attempt to model the competitive advantages of
congestion pricing in the ISP market.

1

If we relax the multihoming assumption, then the same results hold
when users respond to pricing in longer timescales.
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We formulate a noncooperative game over ISPs’
choices of pricing strategies when one of them uses
volume-based and the other congestion-based pricing.
We analytically prove the existence of a pure strategy
Nash equilibrium for the game consisting of setting
prices in this competitive context.



We discuss how the different types of transit charges,
either based on volume or based on the 95th percentile
rule, affect the pricing strategies of access ISPs. We
consider the case in which there is a monopolistic
transit ISP, as well as there are two competing higherTier transit ISPs. We prove, under mild conditions,
that the congestion charging ISP has higher profits
than the volume charging ISP. Another interesting
result is that there are cases where the volume
charging ISP has negative profits and is forced to
leave the market, due to the bursty traffic he attracts,
implying higher transit charges. The results are similar
if there are more layers of ISPs charging similarly.
The aforementioned remarks reveal that ISPs do have
economic
incentives
to
adopt
congestion
accountability mechanisms.

The reader may wonder how congestion pricing can be
implemented in practice. There are currently some very
interesting proposals on how to achieve this and make the
real-time congestion charges visible to the traffic sources in
order for them to take the appropriate actions. The ECN
protocol [1] allows routers to mark packets that would
otherwise have been dropped as having experienced
congestion. The proportion of marked packets can be used by
the network as a metric for charging end-users for their
upstream congestion, i.e., charging based on the number of
ECN marks. Re-feedback of Explicit Congestion Notification
(Re-ECN) [2] is designed to provide the network with
information about the expected level of congestion along the
entire path. A policer within the re-ECN framework could be
used for making possible flat rate, congestion allowance
contracts [4], [6]. Congestion Exposure (Conex) [3] stands for
an extension of the re-ECN, which removes the dependency
on ECN by detecting the packet losses [7]-[9]. Whereas ECN
provides information about upstream congestion (i.e. the
congestion a traffic flow has already experienced), re-ECN
and Conex additionally provide the level of downstream
congestion.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2
we provide the related work in competition and Internet
pricing models. Sections 3 and 4 describe our model, and
present the game theoretic analysis for the defined scenarios.
Finally, we conclude our remarks and outline the future work
in Section 5.
II. RELATED WORK
Multihoming refers to the connection of a user to more
than one ISP, as a form of reliability and redundancy. The
usual case is being connected to a specific ISP used as the
primary provider, while another is used as backup solution.
Multihoming can be viewed as an environment for access ISPs
that compete to attract traffic, due to the freedom of users to

prefer an ISP. Such examples may include cases in which a
mobile user chooses to connect to a specific wireless access
ISP, or between different transmission platforms (i.e. WiFi,
3G/4G). There has been significant research on evaluating and
realizing the benefits of multihoming [10]. Goldenberg et al.
[11] investigate how to distribute traffic among multiple links
to optimize both cost and performance. Authors in [12]
investigate how to solve the ISP subscription problem
optimally, as well as how ISPs adjust their pricing strategies
based on users’ optimal ISP subscription. Based on cost
criterion, a user determines which subset of ISPs will
subscribe to. It is also studied the case where ISPs provide
heterogeneous services based on different levels of reliability.
Contrarily, our model assumes that ISPs provide homogenous
connectivity services that are perfect substitutes to the endusers. We further assume that end-users are multihomed in
order to define a competitive access market. Similarly to [13],
total user demand is split among providers depending on price,
according to Wardrop’s principle [14]. A large proportion of
papers applies Game Theory to inquire the strategic
interaction among competing players. In this paper, we
formulate a noncooperative game over ISPs’ pricing
strategies. For further examples, the reader is advised to look
at [15]-[21].
There has been increasing interest in Internet pricing
models. Authors in [22] study the optimal combination of flatrate and usage-based access price components for
maximization of ISP’s revenue. They indicate that flat pricing
can lead to a significant loss of consumer net-utility, due to the
inability of the ISP to adapt his charges. Based on this remark,
we do not include flat-rate pricing in our model. Instead, we
compare volume charging with dynamic congestion-based
charging. Volume-based charging is a commonly used
approach adopted by most of mobile operators. On the other
hand, congestion pricing has been proposed as a solution
resulting in more efficient resource allocation [23]. The selfish
behavior of end-users may result in the famous “tragedy of the
commons”, where shared resources are overconsumed by
individuals without considering the cost to society as a whole
[24]. In this spirit, several models have been proposed.
MacKie-Mason and Varian [5] consider the implications of
flat and congestion-based pricing as a way to encourage
efficient use of network resources. Moreover, they discuss the
incentives of ISPs for capacity expansion planning in
competitive and monopolistic environments. Similarly,
Gibbens and Kelly [25] propose charging a fixed small
amount for each congestion mark at overloaded resources, in
order to provide the necessary information to use the network
efficiently. In [26], an ISP charges a fee per service request
depending on the current congestion level which affects users’
demand and determines an optimal pricing strategy, intending
to maximize his revenue. The use of congestion marks for
charging users can be viewed as a provision of service
differentiation. References [27] and [28] study the incentives
for end-users to select the appropriate differentiated class of
service at a queuing system.
Most of the research efforts in literature, such as [29] focus
on revenue-maximizing pricing schemes for the ISPs.
However, it is important to consider the cost that ISPs have to
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deal with, due to the transit charges by higher-Tier network
providers. For example [30] examines how transit and
customer prices, as well as QoS are set in a network consisting
of multiple ISPs. A common approach for transit ISPs is to
charge the access ISPs based on the traffic volume. On the
other hand, the 95th percentile method is an increasingly
popular pricing policy used by network providers for billing
lower-Tier ISPs [31], intending to avoid traffic bursts. Authors
in [32] study top-percentile pricing schemes by considering a
multihomed ISP seeking an efficient routing strategy to reduce
his costs, while in our paper the ISP intends to solve a profitmaximization problem. Similarly to [32], we propose a
probabilistic model to reflect the stochastic nature of traffic
demand.
Our paper differs from the above papers due to the fact that
our goal is to devise a model comparing volume with
congestion-based pricing schemes within a competitive
context, while taking also into account the different types of
transit charges. Our work provides useful insights for
considering the adoption of congestion accountability
mechanisms by the ISPs.
III.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Consider a large number of small multihomed users who
can send their traffic towards a destination through two
different paths. Each path corresponds to a different access
ISP. We assume that time is discrete and that during each
epoch the total demand for traffic generated by all the users is
the random variable D, where D~U[0, d]. We use the uniform
distribution to indicate the key trends in the equilibria of these
games.
In each epoch the total demand D will be split among the
two ISPs according to the resulting prices. We model this as a
Wardrop [14] type of equilibrium where D will self-adjust its
fraction that will be routed through each network so that the
price/bit sent through each network will be as low as possible.
Note that in our model the price of ISP1 is fixed over a given
epoch, while the price of ISP2 is a function of the amount x of
traffic through its network. We assume that all the traffic sent
will be charged at the equilibrium price. Figure 1 depicts the
basic idea our model.

the carried volume per epoch. In particular, ISP2 uses ECN
marks and sets a price p2/congestion mark. We assume that the
number of congestion marks created per change epochs to
periods consistently based on volume x is an increasing linear
function of x. Although an exponential assumption may be
also applied, the linearity assumption is simple and sensible,
since it captures the notion of setting higher price/bit, as more
traffic is sent through the network (which induces higher
network congestion).
Coming back to our Wardrop model, during each time slot
the generated demand D will be divided to infinitely many
small pieces and each traffic piece will start routing its bits
through the cheapest of the two networks. As traffic through
ISP2 grows, the number of congestion marks and so its
price/bit will increase, and might become eventually less
competitive than ISP1. At the equilibrium the traffic will be
split so that there is no incentive for a piece of traffic to
change its selected route. This is of course an abstract model
for load balancing between ISPs that assumes that users have
price-sensitive multihoming capabilities, and they can adjust
their routing in fast time scales reacting to the dynamic prices
of ISP2. In this timescale decomposition, we assume that
traffic is routed according to the Nash equilibrium that
corresponds to the demand of each slot. The assumption on
price-sensitive technologies at the user-end is consistent with
the current research trends as in [7] and [33].
Figure 2 depicts a plot, where the x-axis represents users’
total traffic and the y-axis represents the price/bit charged by
both ISPs. According to our discussion about traffic routing in
a way to prefer the cheapest network, if D ≤ h = p1/p2, then all
traffic will flow through ISP2 and y = 0. Else, we will have
that x = h and y = D–h > 0.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. How traffic is split given the pricing strategies of ISPs: (a) The total
traffic is split among both ISPs when D > h, (b) The total traffic is shifted only
through ISP2 when D ≤ h.

Fig. 1. Competition among access ISPs with a monopolistic transit ISP.

ISP1 applies linear charges based on the traffic volume and
sets a constant price/bit p1. The charging of ISP2 depends on

We assume that both ISPs route the received traffic to a
monopolistic higher-Tier transit ISP. The transit cost is
considered to be the only cost for both ISPs to deal with.
Furthermore, we extend our model by considering more layers
of ISPs charging similarly. The different scenarios for transit
charges are analytically presented in the next Section.
We formulate the interaction between the two ISPs as a
best response non-zero sum game in which each ISP chooses
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his optimal pricing strategy to maximize his profits. We
further assume that there is a reservation price r, which is the
maximum price/bit that a user is willing to pay. This prevents
ISPs to charge arbitrarily high prices and not affecting the
demand of their customers. Is this assumption realistic? Let us
think the case in which an end-user needs to receive his emails or get access to a specific mobile application. Each task
requires a fixed amount of bandwidth (i.e. a transaction via an
e-banking application). If the price/bit set by the access ISP is
higher than user’s willingness to pay, he will choose not to
connect to this network. Hence, this simple reservation price
model has the meaning that if prices get higher than r, then no
customer wants to send data or that there is a third ISP which
offers r as a competitive price to both ISP1 and ISP2. We set
r = 1, as well as d = 1.
IV. GAME THEORETIC ANALYSIS
We investigate two pricing schemes that the monopolistic
transit ISP employs. In the first one, we assume that the transit
ISP charges based on the average traffic volume received from
each access ISP. The second more interesting scenario
assumes that the transit ISP charges based on the 95th
percentile rule, which is a widely used approach to estimate
the usage level of resources for long timescales (i.e. a month)
[31]. This charging method penalizes traffic which has the
same total volume but it is more bursty (variable). The
intuitive reason is that more variable traffic is harder to
multiplex and hence needs more resources. Moreover, we
extend our model by considering a more complex scenario, in
which there are more layers of ISPs charging similarly.
Our strategy space is for ISP1 the price/bit p1 and for ISP2
the value h = p1/p22. The value h corresponds to ISP2 choosing
the maximum level of traffic he would like to attract before
traffic starts moving into the network of ISP1. It should be
noted here that ISP2 has no incentive to set h > d, since it
results in a lower price/bit to charge users, without attracting
more traffic. So, we do not consider this case in our analysis.
A. Received Traffic and Revenues
The total revenues of ISP1 are given by the price/bit
multiplied with the expected received traffic. The expected
traffic received by ISP1 will be
E  y   E  y | D  h P D  h  E  y | D  h P D  h
2

d h d h
h  d  h

0 
.
2
d
d
2d
In the above equation, the term

 d  h

d  h

2

2d

.

We observe that the expected traffic and the revenues of
ISP1 are linear functions with respect to p1, which means that
as p1 increases, his expected revenues also increase. This is
due to the fact that by our chose of strategies, when ISP2
chooses h, then all remaining traffic is routed to ISP1
irrespectively of his price p1.
The expected received traffic by ISP2 will be

E  x  h

d h h
h
  xf  x  dx .
d
d
0

The expected revenues of ISP2 will be

R2  h   p2 h 2

h
d h
h
2 p1h 2
 p2  x 2 f  x  dx  p1h 
.
d
d
3 d
0

B. Scenario 1: Volume Based Pricing by the Monopolistic
Transit ISP
1) Transit Cost
We assume that both access ISPs route the received traffic
to one higher-Tier transit ISP. The monopolistic transit ISP
charges based on the traffic volume received by the two access
ISPs.
The expected cost is equal to the expected traffic of ISP1
multiplied by the price/bit charged by the transit ISP:
C1  h    E  y   

 d  h 2
2d

,

where α is the price/bit charged by the transit ISP.
The expected transit cost of ISP2 will be

h2
C2  h    E  x     h 
2d



.


2) Profits and Best Response
Since we assume that the transit cost is the only cost that
ISPs have to deal with, their profits are calculated by the
expected revenues minus the expected transit cost:

 1  p1   R1  p1   C1  h    p1   
2 represents the

expected value of y, when h < D ≤ d. The term  d  h  d
represents the probability of h ≤ D ≤ d. When D ≤ h, y = 0.
The expected revenues of ISP1 are given by

2

R1  p1   p1 E  y   p1

 2  h   R2  h   C2  h   p1h 

d  h

2

2d

2 p1h 2
 h2
h 
.
3 d
2d

Assumption A: The profits of both access ISPs are positive,
in order to play the game. This is valid when α ≤ r.
In order to find the pure strategy in the competitive game
between the two access ISPs, we compute the derivatives of
their profit functions.

We choose h to be the strategy of ISP2 instead of his congestion
price p2 since this simplifies considerably our analysis and allows us
to get closed form expressions for the reaction curves.

Proposition 1: Given that the transit ISP charges α per
traffic unit transferred, under Assumption A, there exists a
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pure strategy of the two access ISPs which is p1  1 and
h

3d  p1   
4 p1  3

.

Proof: The profit function of ISP1 is linear increasing with
respect to p1. However, since there is a reservation price for
users, the best response is to set p1  h   r  1.
The second derivative of the profit function of ISP2 with
respect to h is  2 2 h   4 p1 3d   d . Since p1   we
have  2 2 h  0, for all h  0, d  . Solving the equation

 2 h  0 , we find out that the best response strategy of
3d  p1   
ISP2 is to set h  p1  
.
▄
4 p1  3
Remark: Figure 3 shows the optimal h* chosen by ISP2
depending on α, assuming that ISP1 chooses his optimal
strategy. Since p1* = 1 and d = 1, we only need to consider
h(1). We observe that the best h is decreasing as long as α is
increasing. In particular, if α = 1, then h* = 0. Otherwise, when
α = 0, then h* = 0.75d. Hence, we observe that ISP2 will
choose an h* such that 0 ≤ h* ≤ 0.75d.
h
0.7

Fig. 4. Profits of the competing ISPs under volume-based transit cost at the
equilibrium. ISP1 is more profitable than ISP2 only if the transit price α is
very large, where the average profit/bit (p1–α) of both ISPs is very low.

Figure 4 represents the profits of both ISPs at the
equilibrium, depending on α. Both ISPs have positive profits
for any value of α. We also notice that the profits of ISP2 are
higher than those of ISP1, except for the case where
  7  5 6,1 . When α is high, ISP1 has quite higher

profits than ISP2. ISP2 will choose to attract lower traffic,
since the optimal h* selected by ISP2 is decreasing as long as
α is increasing. As the value of α tends to 1, the average profit
per bit (p1–α) of both ISPs is very low, and their expected
profits tend to zero.





C. Scenario 2: Pricing Based on the 95th Percentile Rule by
the Monopolistic Transit ISP
1) Transit Cost
We now turn to investigate what happens when access
ISPs are charged by the transit ISP based on the 95th
percentile rule. Who wins? Do both ISPs always have positive
profits?

0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

a

Fig. 3. The optimal h* chosen by ISP2 under volume-based transit cost when
ISP1 sets p1*=1, d = 1, as a function of the cost parameter α.

The following proposition shows the relation of the
profits of the two ISPs for small and for large values of the
transit price α. ISP1 is more profitable than ISP2 only if this
price is very large. For large values of α, ISP2 chooses a very
small h, which means that ISP1 attracts most of the traffic.
Proposition 2: Given the pricing strategies of both access
ISPs at the equilibrium under volume-based transit cost:



 h     p  , when    7  5 



 2  h*    1  p1*  , when   7  5 6



2

*

1

*
1

6.

Proof: We define the function G ( )   2  h*  – 1  p1*  .
We investigate the sign of G(α). Due to Assumption A, the





only accepted root for G(α) = 0 is   7  5 6 . So,





G(α) ≥ 0 when   7  5 6.

▄

In case of charging based on the 95th percentile rule, the
bandwidth used by a lower-tier ISP during a specific period
(i.e. 10 minutes) is estimated and divided by the time period
(in seconds) resulting in a single bps transfer measurement. At
the end of the billing cycle period, all measurements are sorted
in decreasing order and the top 5% of these measurements are
thrown out. The next highest measurement is the 95th%, and
the customer will be billed based on that volume.
We denote l1* as the 95th% measurement of the traffic
received by the ISP1. Then l1* is defined as follows:

l1*  max l1 | P  y  l1   0.05.
Based on the aforementioned definition of the 95th
percentile rule, we can make an interesting observation. If an
ISP very rarely attracts traffic (more than 95% of the traffic
measurements is zero), he will have zero transit cost. So, we
seek the probability of an access ISP not being charged by the
transit ISP.
The condition where ISP1 will attract bursty traffic for
which he will not be charged when l1* = 0 is:

P h  D  d   1
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When h ≤ 0.95d, ISP1 will be charged for the traffic
attracted. The 95th% measurement l1* is calculated as follows:
P  D  h  l1*  

d   h  l1* 

 0.05  l1*  0.95d  h.
d
The transit cost of ISP1 is given if we multiply the level of
traffic l1* by the price/bit α charged by the transit ISP. Hence,
the expected transit cost of ISP1 will be the following:
0.95d  h , h  0.95d
C1  h   
h  0.95d .
0,

Similarly, the traffic of ISP2 for which he will be charged
by the transit ISP based on the 95th% measurement, is defined
as follows:

The expected transit cost of ISP2 will be
h  0.95d
 ha,
C2  h   
0.95da, h  0.95d .

It should be noted here that in contrast to our previous
scenario where the volume transit cost was α, in this case the
access ISPs have different transit costs.
2) Profits and Best Response
The expected profits of the access ISPs, under the 95th
percentile rule-based transit cost, will be
  h  d 2
 0.95d   h, h  0.95d
 p1

2d
 1  p1   
2
 h  d 
p
h  0.95d .
 1 2d ,


.

Proof: Similarly to the case of fixed transit volume cost,
the profit function of ISP1 is linear increasing with respect to
p1. However, since there is a reservation price for users, the
best response is to set p1  h   r  1.
We compute the derivative of the profit function of ISP2 to
find the pricing strategy that maximizes his profits, as a
function of p1 set by ISP1. When h > 0.95d, the second
derivative of the profit function of ISP2 with respect to h
is  2 2 h  4 p1 3d , which is negative. Solving the
equation  2 h  0 , we find out that the profit function is
when

h  0.75d   0.95d , d .

Solving

response strategy of ISP2 is h  p1  

3d  p1   
4 p1

▄

.

Figure 5 shows the optimal h* chosen by ISP2 depending
on α, assuming that ISP1 chooses his optimal strategy p1* = 1.
The optimal h* is linearly decreasing as long as α is increasing.
Similarly to the Scenario 1, ISP2 will choose an h* such that
0 ≤ h* ≤ 0.75d.
h
0.7
0.6
0.5
0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

a

Fig. 5. The optimal h* chosen by ISP2 under 95th percentile rule-based
transit cost when ISP1 sets p1*=1, d = 1, as a function of the cost parameter α.

h  0.95d

The following proposition shows the relation of the profits
of the two ISPs, depending on the transit cost parameter α.

h  0.95d .

Proposition 4: Given the pricing strategies of both access
ISPs at equilibrium under 95th percentile rule-based transit
cost,  1  p1*    2  h*  , for all a   0,1 .

Assumption B: The profits of ISP1 are positive, in order to
play the game. This is valid when
2

a

4 p1

 2 h  0 when h ≤ 0.95d, we find out that the best

The 95th% measurement of ISP2 is equal to h, when
d h
P  D  h 
 0.05 . This implies that l2* = h, when
d
h ≤ 0.95d. Otherwise, l2* = 0.95d, when h > 0.95d.

p1h 2
  h,
d
p1h 2
 0.95d ,
d

3d  p1   

maximized

l2*  max l2 | P  x  l2   0.05.


2
 p1h 
3
 2 h  
p h  2
 1 3

h

h  d 
r.
2d  0.95d  h 

Proposition 3: Given that the transit ISP charges α for the
95th% traffic measurement, under Assumption B, there exists
a pure strategy of the two access ISPs which is p1  1 and

Proof: G ( )   2  h*  –  1  p1*  is a quadratic function of
α that has a negative discriminant, and hence it has no real
roots and is positive for all a   0,1 .
▄
Figure 6 represents the profits of both ISPs depending on
α, at the equilibrium.
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Fig. 6. Profits of the competing ISPs under 95th percentile rule-based transit
cost at the equilibrium. Τhe profits of ISP2 clearly dominate these of ISP1.

We proved that the profits of ISP2 are always higher than
those of ISP1 at the equilibrium. Furthermore, it is obvious to
notice that the profit of ISP1 under the 95th percentile rulebased transit cost is always less than the case where the transit
ISP charges based on volume. This seems reasonable, since in
the second scenario ISP1 attracts sporadic and bursty traffic,
implying higher transit charges. An interesting observation is
that the expected profits of ISP1 become negative as α
increases, since he cannot set a price p1 higher than the
reservation price r. ISP1 participates in the market when he
has positive profits. This is not possible when

2da  0.95d  h* 

h

2

 d   r . We can compute the region
of parameters that this occurs. Upon substituting
h*  3d  r    4r , r = 1 and d = 1, this gives a  0.2452 . In
this case we do not have ISP1 participating in the market.
*

Fig. 7. Competition among access ISPs with competing higher-Tier ISPs
charging similarly

We focus on an indicative scenario, assuming that the
reservation price exists at all levels and that p1  p  r . Given
the optimal strategies of the Tier-2 ISPs and ISP1, we like
now to derive the strategy of ISP2, as well as to compare the
profits of both access ISPs.
Figure 8 depicts the price/bit charged by the Tier-2 ISPs,
when ISP2 sets (a) h  h , and (b) h  h .

This does not affect the strategy of ISP2, even if ISP1
decides not to play the game. Due to the existence of the
reservation price, ISP2 chooses his optimal h as a reaction to r.
D. Scenario 3: Competition Among Higher-Tier Transit ISPs
1) Transit Cost
We extend our model by considering a more complex
scenario. In particular, we assume there are two competing
higher-Tier transit ISPs, say L (Left) and R (Right), instead of
a monopolistic transit ISP, as well as the existence of the
reservation price r = 1 at all levels. The transit ISPs L and R
send their received traffic to a Tier-1 transit ISP. ISPL charges
based on volume, while ISPR based on congestion. Repeating
the previous analysis for the case of these two Tier-2 ISPs
receiving in a competitive way the traffic from the Tier-3
(access) ISPs, ISPL will choose an optimal p  1 , and ISPR an
optimal h , depending on the price/bit α and also on how the
Tier-1 transit ISP charges (either based on volume or based on
the 95th percentile rule). The total traffic generated by the
lower-Tier ISPs is equal to the total traffic generated by the
actual customers, i.e., equal to D. Thus, the expected revenues
of both Tier-3 ISPs remain the same as in the previous
scenarios, but they have different transit costs. Figure 7
illustrates this scenario.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8. The price/bit charged by ISP2, given the optimal strategies of the
Tier-2 ISPs ( p and h correspondingly), and p  p1 : ISP2 sets (a) h  h , and
(b) h  h .

The expected cost of ISP1, when h  h will be
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C1  h   p   x  h  f  x  dx
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Proof: We define the function G (h)   2  h*  – 1  p1*  .

d h
.
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Upon substituting h  h 4  7

The transit cost of ISP2, when h  h will be
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3 and p  p1  1 , this gives

1 2 7 2
h  0.
81
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Figure 9 shows the profits of both ISPs depending on h , at
the equilibrium.
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2) Profits and Best Response
The expected profits of the access ISPs will be
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Fig. 9. Τhe profits of ISP2 clearly dominate these of ISP1 under competition
among higher-Tier transit ISPs at the equilibrium.

V.
hh
h  h.

Proposition 5: Given the optimal strategies of the Tier-2
ISPs and ISP1 ( p  r  1, h  h  r  and p1  r ), there exists an



optimal strategy of ISP2, which is h  h 4  7



3.

Proof: We compute the derivative of the profit function of
ISP2 to find the pricing strategy that maximizes his profits, for
a given h set by ISPR, assuming p  p1  1 . The second
derivative of the profit function of ISP2 with respect to h when
2





h  h , is   2 h  3 p  4 p1 3d , which is negative.
Solving  2 h  0 we obtain h* = 0. The second derivative
of the profit function of ISP2 with respect to h
when h  h , is  2 2 h  ph hd  4 p1 3d ,
which
is
negative. Solving  2 h  0 we find out that the best



response strategy of ISP2 is h  h 4  7



▄

3.

The following proposition shows the relation of the profits



of the two access ISPs, when p  p1  1 and h  h 4  7



3,

depending on the optimal strategy h set by ISPR.
Proposition 6: At the Nash equilibrium we have
 2  h*    1  p1*  , for all h   0,1 .

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Assuming a duopoly market consisting of two access ISPs
pricing according to volume and according to congestion, we
have characterized how demand will be split between those
providers. We derived the expected traffic and profits of both
ISPs, and we determined the existence and uniqueness of the
Nash equilibrium of the pricing game we formulated. We
found out that the volume charging ISP always chooses to
charge with the reservation price, which represents end-users’
maximum willingness to pay. On the other hand, the
congestion charging ISP sets a price based on his trade-off
between attracting more traffic and increasing transit costs.
Furthermore, we realized that ISP2 will never choose to attract
more than the 75% of the total demand.
We discussed how the different types of transit charges,
based on volume and based on the 95th percentile rule, affect
the pricing strategies of the access ISPs. When the transit ISP
charges based on volume, then both ISPs have positive profits.
We found out that the congestion charging ISP has almost
always higher profits than the volume charging ISP, except for
the case where the average profit per bit of both ISPs is very
low. In the scenario where the transit ISP charges based on the
95th percentile rule, we conclude that the profits of the
congestion charging ISP clearly dominate these of the volume
charging ISP. Since the volume charging ISP attracts more
bursty traffic, the 95th percentile rule leads to higher transit
charges due to the bursty traffic he attracts. Similarly, the
transit cost of the congestion charging ISP is significantly
lower than competitor’s due to the smoother and more
predictable traffic he has to accommodate and to the lower
transit charges they incur. Another interesting result is that
there are cases where the volume charging ISP has negative
profits and is forced to leave the market. The results are
similar if there are more layers of ISPs charging similarly.
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Protocols such as ECN, re-ECN and Conex are some very
interesting implementation paradigms of congestion pricing in
practice. Such mechanisms make the real-time congestion
charges visible to the traffic sources in order for them to take
the appropriate actions. In our model we considered a
variation of scenarios, and we proved that it is beneficial for
ISPs to charge based on congestion, since they become more
competitive in the Internet market by gaining higher profits.
Thus, based on the aforementioned remarks, we conclude that
ISPs do have economic incentives to adopt congestion
accountability mechanisms for charging their end-users.
Our future work includes the consideration of other types
of dynamic pricing. During our initial work, we find out
similar results when the price/bit announced by the congestion
charging ISP increases faster than linearly (exponentially)
which is the case when using ECN marks to account for
congestion. Our model assumed a linear congestion price
function to make our computations tractable. A price function
with a faster than linear increase can only make our results
stronger and provide a smoother traffic for ISP2.
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